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Outcomes and Content

Science 
Curriculum Content Code:  5-ESS1-2 | 5-ESS1-1  | 5-PS2-1
Learning Outcomes
Identifies star patterns that can be seen at particular times of the year

Standards: Earth and Space
1. What trends and patters are there in the movemebt id the Sun and stars?
2. How far away are the stars? How can we tell?
3. What is the significance of the constellations in our lives?
4. How can one innovate astronomical instruments to measure relevant data?
▪ Explain how recognizing star patterns can be useful
▪ Discuss the types of astronomical instruments used in studying the stars
▪ Discuss common constellations
▪ Design an innovative astronomical instrument to study stars

Engineering and Technology

Curriculum Content Code: 5-ETS1-1 |  5-ETS1-2 |  5-ETS1-3

STEAM Curriculum Code  ED 1.1 | ED 1.2

Learning Outcomes

Selects appropriate materials to meet a design need.

Standards: Design Process for Innovation

1. How will you design an innovative astronomical instrument to study 
constellations?

▪ Apply design thinking to build and create real world projects

▪ Demonstrate how purpose can impact design

▪ Build products that use appropriate elements and parts 

Mathematics
Curriculum Content Code: 4 MD 6  | 5 NF 6  | 5 G 2

Learning Outcomes

Applies knowledge of area, volume and temperature in  real-life 
situations

Standards: Elements of design  and Geometry

1. What shapes should be used to create useful products to 
design an innovative astronomical instrument?

▪ Classify two-dimensional figures into categories based on 
their properties.

▪ Construct polygons, circles, and solid figures

▪ Recognize volume as an attribute of solid figures and 
understand concepts of volume measurement

Arts
Learning Outcomes

Constructs 3-D projects for astronomical instruments using 

primary and secondary colors, geometric shapes, space, and 

repetition of colors to show balance of the structure and shape.

Standards: Elements of design  and Photography

1. What elements of design should be used to display artistry 
in creating 3D projects with varied colors and shapes?

▪ Demonstrates understanding of lines, colors, space, and the 
principles of rhythm and balance

▪ Explores possibilities in the use of created 3D products

▪ Demonstrates understanding of use of camera and journal



Grade:

5

Subject: 
Science, Technology, 
English, Arts and Math

Duration: 
1 week (50 minutes/day)  

Syllabus Mapping: 
▪ Earth and Space
▪ Geometry
▪ Elements of Design
▪ Design Process for Innovation
▪ Making

Learning across the Curriculum:

Cross-curriculum priority
▪ Sustainability
▪ Innovation

General Capabilities 
▪ Teamwork & Collaboration
▪ Critical & Creative Thinking
▪ ICT Capability
▪ Numeracy
▪ Literacy

Outcomes: 
5-ESS1-2 | 5-ESS1-1  | 5-PS2-1 4 MD 6  | 5 NF 6  | 5 G 2 | 5-ETS1-1 |  5-

ETS1-2 |  5-ETS1-3

Integration: 

▪ Science

▪ Mathematics

▪ Arts

▪ Engineering

▪ Technology

Skills Focus:
Working Scientifically

▪ Communicating
▪ Processing and analysing data
▪ Questioning and predicting

Design and Production
▪ Researching and planning
▪ Design and innovation
▪ Producing, implementing, testing, refining

Skills Focus:

This unit of investigation explores concepts from the core science standards for earth and space, 

with a focus on the universe and its stars, particularly constellations. Students use an individual 

inquiry-based approach to explore solutions to a multi-layered real-world question.They 

experiment with a number of in-game tasks to document patterns of stars and design innovative 

astronomical instruments that can be used in future space explorations.  Students test and refine 

the effectiveness of the materials used, while minimizing the environmental and financial cost. 

Unit Summary

Inquiry and Focus Questions: 

Driving Question:
How will you design and create innovative astronomical instruments that can be used in future space 
explorations?

Science:
▪ What trends and patters are there in the movemebt id the Sun and stars?
▪ How far away are the stars? How can we tell?
▪ What is the significance of the constellations in our lives?
▪ How can one innovate astronomical instruments to measure relevant data?

Engineering and Technology:
▪ How will you design an innovative astronomical instrument  in order to measure relevant data in 

space?

Mathematics:
▪ What shapes should be used to create useful products to design an innovative astronomical 

instrument?



Teaching, Learning & Assessment Activities

NOTE: ‘Game Sandbox  Activity’ describes activities that happen in-game while ‘Unplugged’ occur outside the game

Lesson 1: Project Orientation and Research

Summary: Teacher explains the concepts of earth patterns, particularly the patterns of stars. As part of the project based lesson, the teacher includes an 
introduction to constellations, its uses and importance in daily lives. Students are tasked with researching common gaps and initiatives in space explorations 
and astronomical instruments (i.e. telescopes, observatories, satellites) based on their understanding about the universe ans its stars.

Assessment: Quiz about earth patterns (10 minutes)

Unplugged Activity: Driving Question (15 minutes) – Brainstorm (Guided)

Begins with a discussion about constellations and uses of astronomical tools.

Teachers says “ Constellations are groups of stars that form a certain pattern. Your knowledge about constellations will help in knowing general directions, 
measuring and telling seasons, locating certain stars and galaxies, and tracking artificial satellites launched into Earth’s orbit. We can study the universe using 
different astronomical tools.”

Teacher poses driving questions  for the students to investigate and discover possible solutions:

Q. How will you design and create innovative astronomical instruments that can be used in future space explorations?

Science:
▪ What trends and patters are there in the movemebt id the Sun and 

stars?
▪ How far away are the stars? How can we tell?
▪ What is the significance of the constellations in our lives?
▪ How can one innovate astronomical instruments to measure relevant 

data?

Engineering and Technology:
▪ How will you design an innovative astronomical instrument  in 

order to measure relevant data in space?

Mathematics:
▪ What shapes should be used to create useful products to design an 

innovative astronomical instrument?



Lesson 1: Project Orientation and Research (Continued)

Project Orientation  (5 minutes)

▪ Teacher introduces the project and relates it to the discussion outcomes

▪ Teacher divides the class in research groups (recommend 4-6)

▪ Provides project guide and overview of the timeline of activities and assessments to students (organized by lesson)

Research and Design Journal  (20 minutes) 

▪ Students research and watch documentary videos about patterns of stars and technologies for space explorations, such as astronomical instruments.

▪ Students brainstorm, draft their design and plans on a sheet of paper or project journal**

** If teachers run out of time in the lesson to meaningfully allocate time for this exercise, students can be given the design plan during extra time. 

Lesson 1 Assessment Ideas
Teachers should consider different assessment options throughout the project phases, including for example:
1. Quiz on earth patterns
2. Quality of student research and project journal
3. Design thinking and reasoning, problem solving
4. Group skills, time management, collaboration
5. Project works (later lessons)
6. Photo Essay (later lessons)

Science:
▪ What trends and patters are there in the movemebt id the Sun and 

stars?
▪ How far away are the stars? How can we tell?
▪ What is the significance of the constellations in our lives?
▪ How can one innovate astronomical instruments to measure relevant 

data?

Engineering and Technology:
▪ How will you design an innovative astronomical instrument  in 

order to measure relevant data in space?

Mathematics:
▪ What shapes should be used to create useful products to design an 

innovative astronomical instrument?



Lesson 2: Documenting Constellations and Prototyping of Astronomical Tools

Introduction to the Lesson
Teacher guides the students in identifying star patterns that can be seen at particular times of the year. Based on their design plan from lesson 1, students can
start locating constellations by taking photos and documenting it within the game. They should be able to describe and explain its significance to people (i.e.
navigators, astronomers, etc.). For prototyping, they should be able to design an innovative astronomical instrument (i.e. telescope, satellite, observatory) and
explain technology-centric features that they think would help and improve future space explorations.

Teacher-Led Unplugged Activity (10 minutes)
▪ Teacher gives an overview of lesson goals, and reiterates the driving question.
▪ Teacher gives students the opportunity to ask questions before beginning their prototype.

Game Sandbox Activity (30 minutes)
Exploration using Game Camera 
1. Have a photo survey of the sky (i.e. include both day and night and/or different continents).
2. Students should explore the area and take pictures by letting their character walk or ride vehicles.
3. They should take pictures of the constellations at different times (i.e. day and night) and different locations (i.e. Alpine and Polar Cap)
4. Ideally, students should be able to perform slow shutter or long exposure photography wherein they keep the camera shutter open for long to capture the 

light reflecting back from the stars. Camera flash won’t be much help because the constellations are too far away for its light to reach them. 
5. The 5 constellations found in game are: Cassiopeia, Sagittarius, Gemini, Scorpio, and Taurus
6. Using the game’s Mission Journal, students should explain the photos they’ve taken. They should name the photos in their journal and write about the 

difference between taking photos at night and during daytime. 
7. Students should include notes on their journal describing the star patterns and movement.
In-Game Prototype: 
1. Use the Builder tool to make an inventory of blocks and construct an innovative astronomical instrument (telescope, observatory, or satellite)

▪ Ideally, the instrument should be constructed using appropriate materials such data link, satellite dish. 
▪ This may be a technology-centric design using the game’s block code.

Documentation using Mission Journal:
▪ Using the Camera, students should take pictures of their prototype astronomical instrument at different stages of construction.
▪ Later, in lesson 5, the photos will be used in their reflection and assessment i.e. they will create a photo essay about their project.

Lesson 2 Assessment Ideas
Teachers should consider different assessment options throughout the project phases, including for example:
1. Quality of student research and project journal
2. Literacy and photography skills, specifically for the Mission Journal
3. Design thinking and reasoning, including technology-centric elements 
4. Engineering approach, including aspect, functionality and other considerations students should describe/explain
5. Time management, collaboration, problem-solving skills



Lesson 3: Testing and Refining

Introduction to the Lesson
Students test and refine their astronomical instruments by building multiple shapes and layers in the Builder tool, discovering different textures, and adjusting 
length and sizes. With the basic understanding of the uses of those instruments and awareness of the gaps between design and construction, students should 
mix and match parts of the astronomical instruments in order to effectively adapt to technological advancement for future space explorations. 

Teacher-Led Unplugged Activity (10 minutes)
▪ Teacher gives an overview of lesson goals, and reiterates the driving question.
▪ Teacher gives students the opportunity to ask questions before refining their prototype.

Game Sandbox Activity (30 minutes)

Refining the Prototype:
1. Use the game’s Builder Tool students should spend time to finish their innovative astronomical instruments.
2. When their prototype is completed, students should test their construction of their instrument by trying out combination of different parts, sizes and 

lengths.
3. After several testing, they can refine their design based on initial observations and opportunities for improvement.
4. Students should explain their reasoning behind refining the design in their project journal.

Documentation using Game Camera
▪ Students should take pictures of their astronomical instrument at different stages of construction.
▪ They should take photos to illustrate how they refined their designs after their pen and paper analysis.
▪ Later, in lesson 5, the photos will be used in their reflection and assessment i.e. they will create a photo essay about their project.

Lesson 3 Assessment Ideas
Teachers should consider different assessment options throughout the project phases, including for example:
1. Quality of student research and project journal
2. Literacy and photography skills, specifically for the Mission Journal
3. Design thinking and reasoning, including technology-centric elements 
4. Engineering approach, including aspect, functionality and other considerations students should describe/explain
5. Time management, collaboration, problem-solving skills
6. And specifically for Lesson 3:

▪ Design changes to improve functionality based on students’ analysis
▪ Their reasoning and explanation for making these changes



Lesson 4: Project Finalization

Introduction to the Lesson
Teacher explains the importance of  constellations in our lives. They’re useful to navigators in telling general directions. Constellations are also used in 
agriculture for measuring and telling seasons. They help us locate certain stars and galaxies, and track artificial satellites launched into Earth’s orbit.
Teacher also highlights the importance of innovating astronomical instruments in order to improve future space explorations. 

Teacher-Led Unplugged Activity (10 minutes)
▪ Teacher gives an overview of lesson goals.
▪ Teacher gives students the opportunity to ask questions before using game to finalize their designs/project.

Game Sandbox Activity (30 minutes)
Final Project 
1. Use the Builder tool to make any final improvements to their astronomical instruments.
2. Students should finalize any and all additional design strategies in ensuring an effective and innovative telescope, observatory or satellite.

Documentation using Game Camera 
▪ Students should take photos to illustrate and record their final designs.
▪ Later, in lesson 5, the photos will be used in their reflection and assessment i.e. they will create a photo essay about their project.

Final Analysis
With their project complete, students should write captions of each photo taken (constellations and astronomical tools) using the mission journal, they should 
describe the significance of the constellations in our daily lives. 

Lesson 4 Assessment Ideas
Teachers should consider different assessment options throughout the project phases, including for example:
1. Quality of student research and project journal
2. Literacy and photography skills, specifically for the Mission Journal
3. Design thinking and reasoning, including technology-centric elements 
4. Engineering approach, including aspect, functionality and other considerations students should describe/explain
5. Time management, collaboration, problem-solving skills
6. And specifically for Lesson 4:

▪ Final project design, including all components based on their own merit (astronomical instrument)
▪ Their reasoning and explanation for final design, parts of instrument for maximum functionality
▪ Any worthy design elements e.g. satellite dish, data link, sensors
▪ Extra credit if students used the painter to color their creations



Lesson 5: Presentation and Reflection 

Introduction to the Lesson
Teacher asks the students to write about their project, their constellation compilation, and design thinking using the game’s photo essay tools.

Game Sandbox Activity (30 minutes)
Photo Essay
1. Using the game’s Mission Log, students finalize their photo essay about the project. 
2. In the photo essay, students should organize and name photos by activity and stage of project, and insert them into their essay.
3. For example, some questions students might be asked to answer in their photo essay, may include:

▪ What trends and patters are there in the movemebt id the Sun and stars?
▪ How far away are the stars? How can we tell?
▪ What is the significance of the constellations in our lives?
▪ What would happen if, all of a sudden, constellations disappeared?
▪ How can recognizing star patterns be useful?
▪ Why are some constellations visible only during a certain season?
▪ How do constellations interact with the Earth?
▪ It is said that stars do shine the whole day nut we only see them at night. Why do you think we only see stars at night time?
▪ Why do the positions of the constellations change throughout the year?
▪ How can one innovate astronomical instruments to measure relevant data?
▪ How many blocks and what kinds of blocks were used?
▪ What changes did you make after the initial prototype and why?
▪ What is the idea behind your innovative astronomical instrument?
▪ How does your design help in future space explorations?
▪ What else would you have done, or do differently if you had more time?

Assessment: Post-test about about earth patterns (10 minutes)

Final Assessment
1. Photo essay 
2. Post-test about constellations and astronomical instruments 
3. Previous assessments made during the other lessons



Teacher Handy Links and Resources

From Us to You!

▪ Learn more about constellations and their importance. READ

▪ Read more about bridging the gap between astronomical instrument design and their construction. READ

▪ Learn more about current initiatives in exploring new horizons in astronomy and astrophysics. READ

Other Multimedia Resources

▪ Check out these constellations in motion, for your students to see the location and movement of actual constellations. This will help students see how 

constellations seem to rotate around Polaris (from the Northern Hemisphere perspective). WATCH

▪ See how some stars seem to pivot around the North Star, Polaris.  Photographers can capture footage over a long period of time, in order to create a 

time lapse. WATCH

▪ Super telescopes are coming! Learn more about the telescopes of tomorrow. WATCH

▪ Get inspiration for telescopes designs. WATCH

▪ Ever wondered how radio telescopes work? WATCH

▪ Find out how NASA’s new satellite will search for exoplanets. WATCH

Other Reference Material

▪ 2016 Science Framework for California Public Schools (Kindergarten Through Gade 12)

Support & Help

Please feel free to contact the STEAM Craft Edu team for any inquiries or support needs

Email: education@steamcraftedu.com

http://sci-why.blogspot.com/2011/10/why-constellations-and-astronomy-are.html
https://www.maa.org/press/periodicals/convergence/bridging-the-gap-between-theory-and-practice-astronomical-instruments-design-and-construction-of
https://www.nap.edu/read/12951/chapter/3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EnxdAfFUt8o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nam90gorcPs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CoQE5J346mU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8XLimPQ4D3c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mL-BYWkY6m0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyF42IC7COI
https://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/sc/cf/documents/scifwchapter4.pdf
mailto:education@steamcraftedu.com

